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Abstract

Cryptographic zero-knowledge proof and argument systems are fundamental tools in cryptography which allow to argument the truth of statements while simultaneously keeping the witness secret. The properties which such proof systems offer are vastly exploited in the design of secure cryptographic protocols and are fundamental techniques for guaranteeing privacy. Although zero-knowledge proofs are already around for decades, very recently a special type of argument protocols called Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-interactive Arguments of Knowledge (or simply zk-SNARKs), have found numerous applications in distributed ledger technology. In this talk I will discuss the fundamental concepts underlying zero-knowledge proofs and zk-SNARKs. I will start the talk by explaining the fundamental intuitions behind the definitions and constructions of such protocols classic zero-knowledge proofs. Finally I will conclude the talk by explaining the fast terminology in the field and give brief introduction to zk-SNARKs and their connection to distributed ledger technology.
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